Northern India also experienced arrival of Islam - Reached India through military (one way) - Conquered Sind and incorporated it as a province of the Umayyad empire, and later the Abbasid caliphs - Since it was so far away, people there mostly stuck with their own religions. Merchants and Islam. Muslim merchants brought Islam to coastal regions in both northern and southern India - Islam entered India's port cities in a more gradual but still effective way. Turkish Migrants and Islam. Islam also entered thought the migrations and invasions of Turkish speaking peoples from central Asia.

Mahmu Ethiopia-India relations have existed for almost two millennia. Modern diplomatic relations between India and Ethiopia were established at the level of legations in July 1948, after the independence of India. The relationship was raised to the ambassadorial level in 1952. India maintains an embassy in Addis Ababa and Ethiopia in New Delhi. The two countries have enjoyed close and friendly relations with India supporting Ethiopian developmental efforts while Ethiopia has supported Indian interests such